
We need to shortlist the APIs for the speech to text.
Get the most confident one and then we'll use.

The project will be done in phases.

Phase 1

Meeting Date 19/5/2016

Members Present Sue, Remy, Benedict,  Andrew

Members Absent Russell, Wei Rong

Meeting Location Professor’s Office

Meeting Agenda Meet up with client to understand the scope of the project

Minutes taken by Andrew



Speech to text and text to SQL.

Phase 2
Machine learning engines

1. Pre computed results
2. Business Rules (Plenty of business rules, we'll get Vincent to prioritise)
3. Models

Recommended to use MEAN stack.

Any users can use.
Don't have to login

Logs —
We will try to capture as much information as possible
Store on device and push to service
Don't do live, do in batches.
We will keep track of devices through the use of Device IDs

RFM Analysis, give it a read first.
www.intechopen.com

Device ID? UUID has been phased out
Advertiser ID?
MAC Address is randomised though.
NoSQL DB because it can expand. (MongoDB)

Business
They are trying to gauge the customer's time value and increase sticky factors. So they 
would come into transaction a lot.

What information you have and you can use to entice the customers more?
Execution of the App.

Lifetime value and execution cost.
(CAC)
All the cost they've incurred
Over
The customers acquired.
= 1 customer's acquisition cost. (7 to 8$)

(CLVi)
Now that we have generated revenue.
We have system maintenance and other expandable

We subtract lump sum
Divide by the period

Look for the pointers that help you compute the CAC and CLV through the use of the APIs.

Most frequent traveled location



What are the avg amount paid by the people
For males
For females
Devices
Basically what are the information we can gather (geolocation etc)

Check email for the list of those question

Look at the data he share, there's an ID.
First two letter the channel
Numerical string is the time stamp and something else

Ask developers what is the meaning of the data.
It'll be easier so you'll have a better understanding of the data and know how much time 
you'll need for phase 1

Give presentation can give what others are doing.

Different menu bar on the different business user to see.
UI for the analysis (they have the counting scripts done, so we have something to fall back 
on analysis)

The next time we meet

⁃ What we know about the customers from the documentation.

In your proposal
Remember to include the cost of the API so that it paints a clearer picture.
It al falls into the CLVi


